
 
 

 
   

 
 

    
       

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

        
   
  
     

  
    

   

   
 

       
  

   
 

  

 
  

   
 

 

Data Protection Steps for Licensed Premises 

Following the announcement allowing businesses such as pub, restaurants, social clubs and 
community premises to open on 4th July there was also included reference to a requirement that 
businesses "help NHS Test and Trace respond to any local outbreaks by collecting contact details 
from customers". 

With this in mind the ICO has just published guidance for businesses on re-opening. 

As lockdown restrictions start to ease and businesses begin to reopen, the ICO has set out the 
key steps organisations need to consider around the use of personal information. 

The six key data protection steps are: 

Only collect and use what’s necessary 

To help you decide if collecting and using people’s health data is necessary to keep your staff 
safe, you should ask yourself a few questions: 

• How will collecting extra personal information help keep your workplace safe? 
• Do you really need the information? 
• Will the test you’re considering actually help you provide a safe environment? 
• Could you achieve the same result without collecting personal information? 

If you can show that your approach is reasonable, fair and proportionate to the circumstances, 
then it is unlikely to raise data protection concerns. View our further guidance on necessity. 

Keep it to a minimum 

When collecting personal information, including people’s COVID-19 symptoms or any related test 
results, organisations should collect only the information needed to implement their measures 
appropriately and effectively. The ICO has guidance on data minimisation to help you make this 
decision. 

Don’t collect personal data that you don’t need. Some information only needs to be held 
momentarily, and there is no need to create a permanent record. 

Be clear, open and honest with staff about their data 

Some people may be affected by some of the measures you intend to implement. For example, 
staff may not be able to work. You must be mindful of this, and make sure you tell people how and 
why you wish to use their personal information, including what the implications for them will be. 
You should also let employees know who you will share their information with and for how long 
you intend to keep it. You can do this through a clear, accessible privacy notice. 

http://lexlinks.cornerstonebarristers.com/marketingServer/incoming.aspx?l=0x30F91944B60079A2DC5648B59E513ADEFD5C3D17B81685CB826C5F1E4B7D111D77FE18D08DE0F255A55BF556C7F333A9ECE5479357CB9718DCBF68D01276AA159CBFB2E891C5AA6380E105862B97FFA13305C04907F9823EDD3627B3A6BB964BBE0C4B7CB95CD2E7A0012B18F321AE0425E6A55B4D3CAD39995F013CEAE1CA512EBB68F3A47454338CE016A852E305E9&ln=21&d=0x7C0176C586DD3A52%5e0x8A2FBAF1E2716A59|0x49EB4C9596DBE1A5%5e0xBDC0B87423493533|0x4AA4940AA96EF179%5e0xBDC0B87423493533|0x1F76935CAA54AE0A%5e0x1F01E37C3796F5E24868372B1AA5D85AD593A4453E325FB6|0x4E70367B326D3F87%5e0xBDC0B87423493533|0x7789D30FD723DAF4%5e0xBDC0B87423493533|0xC00B32B3252A1623F7126F7C46654076%5e0xBDC0B87423493533|0xEC3640B4180F8F16%5e0x|0x40F3E49C83A12815%5e0x76CC2BF52FD8EFF5|0xF1B146662D144B75%5e0x2ECEB2DEDCE7D463|0xEA5DE7CEE9203CB2%5e0xCB450E3C7F977A392D2B3CB853217E73|0xA14B30AADF25AF0D%5e0x17922B9099DE2B55F699159D61C256AC1EE9C6511B169AAFD3E20933019DA08F658C7C2DD509E210|0xD52134AC788FF0FE%5e0xF8C5775D4DB70D1C|&c=103&s=4075
https://ico.org.uk/global/data-protection-and-coronavirus-information-hub/coronavirus-recovery-guidance-for-organisations/testing/#t3
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/principles/data-minimisation/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/business/create-a-privacy-notice/


 
 

 

  
 

 

 

      
  
  

  

    
 

 
 

  
   

  
 

 

   
     

 

Treat people fairly 

If you’re making decisions about your staff based on the health information you collect, you must 
make sure your approach is fair. Think carefully about any detriment they might suffer as a result 
of your policy, and make sure your approach doesn’t cause any kind of discrimination. 

Keep people’s information secure 

Any personal data you hold must be kept securely and only held for as long as is necessary. It’s 
also good practice to have a retention policy in place that sets out when and how personal 
information needs to be reviewed, deleted or anonymised. 

Staff must be able to exercise their information rights 

As with any data collection, we would expect organisations to inform individuals about their rights 
in relation to their personal data, such as the right of access or rectification. Staff must have the 
option to exercise those rights if they wish to do so, and to discuss any concerns they may have 
with organisations. 

If you have decided to implement symptom checking or testing, there are additional requirements 
you need to follow. These include identifying a lawful basis for using the information you collect 
and, if you’re processing health data on a large scale, conducting a data protection impact 
assessment. These steps are covered in our guidance and will ensure you are complying with 
data protection law. 

A fair approach to handling people’s data, which is transparent in its purpose and compliant with 
data protection law, will gain the trust of colleagues and communities in this exceptional time. 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/security/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/principles/storage-limitation/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/individual-rights/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/individual-rights/
https://ico.org.uk/global/data-protection-and-coronavirus-information-hub/coronavirus-recovery-guidance-for-organisations/testing/#t5
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/data-protection-impact-assessments-dpias/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/data-protection-impact-assessments-dpias/
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